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Abstract
The North Korean police were arguably one of the most important organisations in liberated North Korea. It was instrumental in stabilising the North Korean society and eventually became one of the backbones for both the new North Korean regime and its military force. Scholars of different political orientation have attempted to reconstruct its early history leading to a set of views ranging from the “traditionalist” sovietisation concept to the more contemporary “revisionist” reconstruction that portrayed it as the cooperation of North Korean elites with the Soviet authorities in their bid for the control over the politics and the military, in which the Soviets merely played the supporting role. Drawing from the Soviet archival documents, this paper presents a third perspective, arguing that initially, the Soviet military administration in North Korea did not pursue any clear-cut political goals. On the contrary, the Soviet administration initially viewed North Koreans with distrust, making Soviets constantly conduct direct interventions to prevent North Korean radicals from using the police in their political struggle.
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In early November 1945, the temperature in Kosŏng county’s police prison cell was rapidly falling as a group of nine Japanese and a Korean were taking what they believed to be their last breaths. Some three months earlier, none of them could probably believe that this would happen, but then on 15 August, the Emperor of Japan delivered his Jewel Voice Broadcast, while the Soviet forces were inflicting the Imperial Army in Manchuria and Northern Korea one blow after another. Administrative chaos ensued and before they knew it, new self-proclaimed Korean police units filled with vengeance against the servants of the old regime were knocking down their doors and dragging them to jail. A People’s trial (inmin chaep’an) delivered a ruthless verdict: death penalty to the “national traitors” (minjok panyŏkcha). The gallows were built in the neighbouring Ch’ŏrwon county, where the execution was to be conducted publicly.

Just when it seemed that their fate was sealed, however, history took another turn. Right before the execution, a Soviet officer came with an order to stop the execution, transfer the Japanese to them and conduct a re-investigation concerning the arrested Korean.1 It is unclear as to what happened to the Japanese taken by the Soviets, but the Korean policemen hardly liked the unexpected intervention by their liberators.

The formation of North Korean police agencies and their connection to the Soviet military administration has long presented a subject of interest for many scholars of early North Korea. For a long

1NIKH 1990, p. 10.
time, the scholarly work was strongly influenced by both lack of archival materials and the politico-ideological confrontation under the Cold War. One of the major works on Korean history after the liberation involving documentary evidence, including documents of North Korean origin seized by the US Army during the Korean war, was two-volume research by Bruce Cummings.2 During the Cold War, there were other attempts to analyse the history of North Korea after the liberation, some of which used available Soviet sources that were mostly represented by official Soviet publications and memoirs of some participants.3 After the dissolution of the USSR, researchers gained unprecedented access to surviving participants of the events that produced studies containing some previously unknown details.4

The appearance of newly declassified Soviet documents, as well as further studies of the North Korean documents, helped produce a number of studies that shed light on the formation of the Korean People’s Army (KPA), touching briefly on the issue of the North Korean police,5 support and resistance to the political processes in early North Korea,6 as well as on the role of the police and paramilitary units in the seizure of the political power by Kim Il-sung’s group.7 The history of the North Korean police as an institution and its transformation, however, failed to receive proper attention from the scholars, and even studies that had chapters dedicated to the history of North Korean police agencies mostly presented it from a Kim Il-sung-centred point of view.8 On the other hand, some works, while rightfully stressing the Soviet presence in liberated North Korea as the most important factor in the North Korean revolution, along with some factual mistakes caused by the limitation of its sources, did not go into details as to the reason for Soviet military’s actions during the early stages of occupation.9 Thus, the process of the North Korean police formation remains mostly unstudied.

Drawing from the discovered Soviet documents, the present study examines the formation of the North Korean police during the first several months after the liberation of North Korea. This paper argues that the North Korean police was created in the second half of 1945 under the direct supervision of Soviet military authorities. It challenges the arguments of some contemporary scholars that the North Korean police was created “because the Soviet authorities wanted to give the integrated police and security power to Kim II-Sung’s group” and that after its creation they “gave authority over the security forces to Kim II-Sung.”10 I shall argue that despite being de-jure headed by Ch’oe Yong-gon, a former partisan and Kim Il-sung’s comrade-in-arms, the police was initially created exclusively as a law enforcement force tasked to help overcome the political and economic chaos that in its turn was a by-product of the Soviet-Japanese war. The authority over the North Korean police was always in the hands of the Soviet military administration, and during the initial stage of occupation, Soviets did all they could to exclude the North Korean police from being used in political struggle. This paper also exposes several decades-old misconceptions such as the myth that while creating the police “Soviets selected 2,000 men whom they judged to be faithful followers of Communist ideology”11 as well as a fake Soviet document nowadays mostly circulating in South Korean academic papers as a “proof” that Soviet military occupation pursued a specific political objective from the very beginning.12
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Soviet-Japanese war and liberation

On 9 August 1945, after the declaration of war against Japan, the Soviet Red Army launched the Manchurian Strategic Offensive Operation. The same day as a part of this operation, a task force comprised of the units of the 1st Far-Eastern Front supported by the marines of the Soviet Pacific Fleet began military operations in Korea. The main mission was to support the Red Army’s operations in Manchuria by cutting northern Korea’s coastline from the Japanese mainland. Immediately after the start of hostilities, the Soviet forces conducted a set of air raids targeting the Japanese military facilities in northern Korea, while shore parties of the Pacific fleet with the help of the units of the 25th Army, which would later be tasked with the occupation of North Korea, stormed the port towns and cities along the coastline of the Sea of Japan. Although some towns like Unggi (taken on 11 August) were captured almost without resistance, in better-fortified places like Rajin (12–13 August) and Ch'ŏngjin (13–16 August), the Soviet forces met heavy resistance from the Japanese troops which resulted in a series of bloody battles that involved air bombing, naval and heavy artillery bombardment and even an armoured train.13

In captured towns and cities, the Soviet military and Navy units created a temporary military administration named komendatura (commandant office). One of the first commandant offices was created by the Soviet Navy immediately after the battle of Rajin.14 The same measures were taken in Ch’ŏngjin after the Japanese forces there were defeated. In both cases, the commandant was chosen from the heads of the shore parties that led the assault and each commandant was tasked with mobilizing the local population to restore public order, protect banks, warehouses, etc., clear the streets from ruins that remained after the battle and the Soviet air raids, and arrest the remaining Japanese soldiers and undercover operatives.

In the case of Ch’ŏngjin, the latter task was of utmost importance for the Soviets because they believed it to be one of the bases for Japanese anti-Soviet espionage operations. Soviet counterintelligence even launched a special operation to apprehend Minozuma Junji, an important member of the Intelligence Department of Imperial Japanese Navy Headquarters who was believed to oversee the Japanese Naval intelligence activities towards the USSR in Korea.15

Even though the order to occupy entire northern Korea was not received by the Commander of the 25th Army until 17 August,16 Pyongyang was taken as late as 24 August, while the Soviet military presence on the 38th parallel was not established until the beginning of September 1945, the informational shockwaves spreading from Soviet military successes in northern Korea and Manchuria were strong enough to catalyse the collapse of the Japanese colonial system. Immediately after Japan officially announced its capitulation, an unprecedented vacuum of power emerged in Korea imbuing masses with enormous energy. The Soviet consul general in Seoul A. Polyanski in his report noted that on 16 August, the people of Seoul had a demonstration “on which Koreans spoke and thanked the Red Army and comrade Stalin for liberating them from the Japanese yoke.” A rumour spread that the Red Army was coming to Seoul. Some people organised a welcoming demonstration, while others took this opportunity to break in and pillage the homes of the Japanese people on the outskirts of Seoul.17 Seoul, however, was already outside of the Soviet-Japanese War’s immediate influence as on the next day the Japanese police retaliated with force taking the situation back under control.18

The situation North of the 38th parallel, on the other hand, was drastically different. The direct proximity of war practically paralysed the local administration. The absence of a capable united political force further sharpened contradictions between classes and political groups opening a way for an active, sometimes violent, struggle between organisations with different ideologies. Those who got the

15Khristoforov 2010, pp. 287–90.
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upper hand in this struggle seized control over the local self-governing bodies, exercising their power through their own paramilitary organisations. These organisations had different names including “security force” (ch’i’andae), “peacekeeping force” (poaandae), “Red guard” (ch’ogwidae), etc. They were used by the local committees to control all essential spheres of the population’s life ranging from local governance, punishing criminals and “national traitors” as well as Japanese colonial officials, who failed to escape to the South in time, to organising economic activity such as grain redistribution, etc.

In the eyes of the Soviets, however, these organisations were not effective in maintaining public order. On the contrary, their performance made Soviets doubt whether Koreans were really prepared to govern themselves. The first thing that struck the Soviets immediately after the end of hostilities was widespread looting that followed the retreat of the Japanese administration. One Soviet report stated that during the period immediately after the end of the war, the local population completely stripped the interior of all the passenger carriages rendering them unusable. Another report stated that all the valuables, equipment, materials, and property of ports were also plundered.

The next problem was the political disunity of the groups that took power all over North Korea. The degree of autonomy was so high that it can be safely said that “each province [in North Korea] has established its own government.”

What was worse, the Soviets could not even rely on local communists not in the least because Koreans were infamous for their factionalism. During the period before the liberation, both Koreans and the Comintern attempted to overcome these conflicts and create a Korean Communist Party several times. All these attempts suffered one failure after another, and even after the liberation, Korean communists in Seoul almost simultaneously created two groups claiming to be the only Communist Party of Korea.

These groups immediately entered into a political confrontation in which various means of political struggle were implemented. The most remarkable example was the publication of a fake Soviet document titled “The Outline for the Creation of People’s Government” (Inmin ch’ŏngbu surip yogang) under the name of the “Head of Military-Political Directorate of the Soviet Union lieutenant colonel Kürč’ařu 그르차르.” This document was reportedly first published in a South Korean newspaper Hyŏngnyŏng sinmun, though different historians give different dates of its publication. Some state that it was published in early September, late September, some argue that it was printed on 4 October.

In this document, the “Soviet officer” laid out the vision for a new Korean government that appeared remarkably similar to one of the Korean left of the time. It contained such goals as “to persistently propose to the USSR, the US, Britain and China the creation of the power of workers and peasants,” “to thoroughly eradicate the pro-Japanese elements,” “to weed out the impure elements 不純分子,” etc. This “Soviet document” became so popular that it was widely used in propaganda against the Korean communists back in the second half of the 1940s, and many South Korean researchers believe in its authenticity even now.

---

19 Due to the spontaneous nature of its formation process, there was a huge variety in the names of the new governing bodies. One of the most popular names were self-governing committee (chach’i wiwŏnhoe), political committee (chŏngch’i wiwŏnhoe) and people’s committee (inmin wiwŏnhoe). Eventually the nomenclature was unified, and most local organisations were renamed into ‘people’s committees’. See Kim 2013, pp. 44–48.
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Even if we put aside the fact that the name “Kūrūch’arū” sounds more like a Korean impression on how the Russian name should sound rather than any real Russian surname (not to mention that in the ranks of the 25th Army, there was no political officer whose surname would at least slightly resemble the Korean “transcription”), it was literally impossible for any military serviceman to publish a document of such importance without the permission from his superiors.

Also, if it were true, then a copy of a document of such magnitude or at least a mention of one would appear in other Soviet documents of the period, however, the original has not yet been found. Instead in Russian archives, one can find a translated version of the article received by the Soviet command through Yi Yong, a leader of one of the two parallelly created Korean communist parties in Seoul, which undoubtedly led to a lot of raised eyebrows in the Soviet military command. According to the translation, the “Outline,” printed by the “Seoul committee of the Korean Communist party,” was dated 25 August and said to be first published by the “Local committee of the Communist Party of Southern Hamgyong province.”

The political struggle concerning the control over the local branches did not immediately cease even after the formal creation of the North Korean Bureau of the Korean Communist Party in October 1945. The idea behind the establishment of the North Korean Bureau was to distance North Korean communists from the ongoing political struggle in Seoul, located outside of the sphere of control of the Soviet military. However, for example, the military commandant of Kanggye in his report on the situation in his county from 15 to 30 December 1945 stated that the local communist organisation was receiving its directives from the communist party organisation of Sinŭiju and Pyongyang. In order to prevent conflicts, the Soviet military commandant had to read the incoming directives from both organisations and give his own instructions based on the needs of the county.

Another problem was the low theoretical and educational levels of the local communist cadres of North Korea. In some places, the Military Commandants observed that these people “only call themselves communists, but in fact, they have an ideology of kulaks (‘village capitalists”).” In some places, for a long time, there was no communist party organisation and the Soviets had to assist in creating one. Such was, for example, the case in Chasŏng where the first communist party organisation was created on 20 December, almost four months into the occupation.

One of the most serious problems for the Soviets, however, was not even the lack of trustworthy cadres among Koreans but political violence and terrorism that widely spread around North Korea after the liberation. Throughout the first months after entering North Korea, the Soviets became witnesses of armed conflicts between different political groups such as the conflict in Haeju, Hwanghae province, when a group of presumably right-wing “police officers” committed an armed assault on the local People’s committee in an attempt to oust a left-wing political group from its position of power.

However, probably one of the most shocking cases of political terrorism for the Soviets was the assassination of Hyŏn Jun-hyŏk, one of the promising leaders of the North Korean communists in Pyongyang, which was committed by the members of the organisation called Taedongdan. Taedongdan a Pyongyang-based secret group that consisted of right-wing nationalists was allegedly found in 1943 by Yŏm Dong-jin.

Yŏm who received military education in Luoyang military school in China participated in the anti-Japanese resistance in Manchuria and was an associate of Sin Ik-hŭi, a member of “Provisional Government of Korea” and a known anti-Communist. It is said that during his years in China, he was captured by Chinese Communists and was “blinded through undergoing torture” during an interrogation, thus receiving the nickname “Blind General.” Immediately after the liberation, this group began its struggle against communists and their sympathisers.

36MBC Bureau of Current Affairs and Production 2002, p. 27.
Hyŏn Jun-hyŏk was assassinated on 3 September 1945, barely a week after the 25th Army command arrived in Pyongyang. That day he and Cho Man-sik, the leader of the People’s Committee of Pyongyang, were returning in a truck after visiting the 25th Army HQ. When the car slowed down on one of the streets, a member of the Taedongdan Paek Kwan-ok, armed with a pistol, ran towards the car and shot Hyŏn.37 Immediately after that, the group escaped to Seoul. In November 1945, it adopted a new name, “White Shirts Society (Paegūisa),” and with the help of Sin Ik-hŭi, who returned to South Korea after the liberation, resumed its activities towards North Korea.38

It is worth mentioning that, as the evidence suggests, in the case of liberated Korea, the “white terror” historically preceded what would later become the “red terror.” Although later the poles will start gradually shifting, the spread of anti-communist terrorist activity in late 1945 made the creation of a unified security force the top priority for both North Koreans as well as the Soviets.

Naturally, all these factors did not present Koreans as allies capable of managing North Korea, thus contrary to what some of the abovementioned historians argue, the option of indirect control or wide cooperation with North Korean political forces, including communists, was unavailable to Soviets from the very beginning of the occupation even if they were inclined to do so.

Establishment of commandant offices

The political situation and the overall state of public order in North Korea made it clear for the Soviet military command that working with the existing organisations in terms of assisting the military occupation was out of the question. The order of the 1st Far Eastern Front Command to the Command of the 25th Army on the occupation only stated that its units were to move into northern Korea on 18 August and take control over the territory of Korea above the 38th parallel.39 The absence of concrete timeframes of the occupation meant that the 25th Army’s command had to come up with new measures for preserving law and order while waiting for more concrete directives from the superiors.

Naturally, the first and foremost mission of the Soviet forces in North Korea was to accept the capitulation of the Japanese army units. This task, however, was much more complex than the simple disarmament of the Japanese soldiers, since it also implied taking control over all sorts of equipment, including weapons, vehicles, factories, power plants, etc., some of which the Soviets saw as war trophies to be transported to the USSR to help repair their war-damaged economy. In turn, this required the creation of a wide network of Soviet military administration agencies throughout the region that would work with the local population and conduct central military administration policies.

Starting from late August 1945, the Command of the 25th Army began the creation of military administrative agencies named komendatura (Military Commandant Office), a standard name for Russian and Soviet military representative agencies which was also used in other places where the Red Army had to make long-term contact with the local population, such as Poland, Germany, etc. The jurisdiction of the 25th Army’s komendaturas was regulated by a set of instructions called “Concise Manual for a Military Commandant.” The copy of the manual discovered in Russian archives was issued in late August by the Chief of Staff of the 25th Army V. A. Pen’kovskii40 and was composed of three parts, namely organisational, economic and political/cultural activities. Though the preface of the copy states that they were intended for use by Soviet komendaturas in Manchuria, it can be safely assumed that they were used in North Korea as well.

According to the manual, the main mission of these commandant offices was twofold. Their first task was to “guarantee normal life of a settlement by providing internal order and security for people and property (both private and common).”41 The authorised measures included confiscation of all

---
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weapons held by the local population, weeding out remaining enemy agents, providing fire safety, clearing roads from enemy mines, protecting the town from enemy troops that did not yet surrender, etc. All police officers and members of armed organisations were to register at the local komendatura and hand over all weapons and ammunition.

Komendaturas did not intend to replace local police or paramilitary organisations that briefly took the role of a peacekeeping force but rather attempted to put them under control through a network of confidantes which they called aktiv (activists). These activists were chosen from the locals who could help with conducting explanatory work, weeding out elements hostile to the Red Army, organising works to restore the local economy, etc. They were also to become the Korean faces and voices of the Soviet military government at the local level and as such were to be chosen carefully. The process of selection involved running a full background check on a candidate in close cooperation with the SMERSH (Soviet military counterintelligence). The preference was given to those who had been politically repressed by the Japanese or to democratic activists who did not cooperate with the colonial regime. Special preference was also given to former guerrilla fighters who provided active assistance to the Red Army during the war.

The second task of the Military Commandants, crucial for the stability of Soviet operation in North Korea, was the control over the units of the Red Army itself. Despite active propaganda among the Red Army soldiers that they were entering Korea as liberators and should behave as such, their commanders had no illusions about the number of problems their soldiers can create. The manual clearly stated that one of the commandant’s primary duties was to keep “unnecessary” interaction between Red Army soldiers and the local population to a minimum. To keep the locally stationed Red Army units in line and to prevent misbehaviour and criminal activity, commandants were given the right to deal with suspected criminals among soldiers.

The commandant offices had a strict chain of command. Komendaturas were set up on three levels. The highest ones were provincial komendaturas, which were usually located in provincial capitals, and city-level komendaturas, which exercised control over the biggest port and industrial centres of North Korea. Below them were county-level komendaturas which covered the most territory of North Korea. Though the number of komendaturas varied, there were about 6 provincial, 85 county-level and 7 city-level komendaturas covering all territory of the Korean peninsula north of the 38th parallel. The staff of a provincial komendatura normally included the military commandant himself, hid deputy for military training who was charged with keeping the local soldiers busy, assistants, instructors, cook, deputy secretary, an interpreter, etc., twenty-two men in total who commanded an infantry platoon. County-level commandant offices had a skeleton crew of six men plus an infantry platoon which, after the situation stabilised, was changed into a squad.

The scope of the komendaturas’ responsibilities is perfectly illustrated by the contents of the reports that a lower-level office had to regularly (usually once every 15 days) file to a higher level komendatura which in turn reported to the Military Council of the 25th Army. Reports usually began with the description of the commandant office’s staff, stressing its shortages. Due to the lack of professional cadres, most komendaturas, especially at the beginning of the occupation, suffered a severe shortage of interpreters, clerks and, most importantly, soldiers and officers for the commandant office’s patrol unit. It was followed by a report on the activities of the given komendatura including the participation in the restoration and control over the economic activity in the region. It also included information on the political and economic situation in the region and a report on the progress of the tasks given by the 25th Army’s command.

Along with this information, reports also included a section concerning the state of public security in the region. Here Soviet military commandants explained the state of public security and their work with the local police agencies including the situation with the police’s weapons, its size and problems.
This section also included information on the criminal activity in the region, prison population and on “hostile activities” of the local population towards the Red Army and local government agencies. Such information was usually obtained either from the head of the police office himself or through the commandant office-hired “activists” and was highly detailed. For example, the military commandant of Kusŏng county at the end of 1945 described numerous instances of political struggle between members of the Democratic party, a moderate leftist nationalist party officially established on 3 November 1945 with the Soviet permission and headed by Cho Mansik45 and the local communists that included deliberate instigation of enmity against each other, threats of physical elimination, etc. The magnitude of problems forced him to take actions against both sides that ranged from official meetings with members of the parties to arrests and short-term incarceration.46

Finally, almost every report had a part concerning the moral state of the Red Army units in a given region, such as the report on military training and the work of local Komsomol (Communist Youth) and Soviet Communist party organisations which were intended to occupy soldiers preventing them from engaging in criminal activity. Local commandants also kept statistics of acts of “immoral behaviour” committed by Soviet soldiers. These acts of “improper behaviour” ranged from alcoholism, indiscipline, failure to salute one’s superior officer, sleeping while on duty and other actions that are contrary to established Red Army ethics, to crimes such as fencing of stolen goods through local Koreans, armed robbery, rape, etc.47

The creation of the commandant offices and their direct involvement in the affairs of the local police coincided with the clarification of the Soviet policy in Korea by the High Command of the Red Army. On 20 September, Stalin issued a directive to the Military Council of the 25th Army to “assist the establishment of a bourgeois-democratic power on a base of a wide bloc of all anti-Japanese democratic parties and organisations” and forbade the installation of Soviet system in Korea.48 Stalin’s directive was soon implemented in the form of Order No. 7 of the 25th Army which was approved and published on 10 October. The order instructed Soviet commandants to disarm and disband all military and paramilitary groups including the local police, which demonstrated the degree of distrust the Soviets had towards the existing law enforcement organisations.

Order No. 7 can also be seen as the official starting point in the history of the new North Korean police force. It stated: “For the purpose of upholding public order among the civilian population, [I order to] allow Provisional Provincial Committees to create police. Its size is to be set in coordination with the Soviet military command.”49

The disbandment of Korean paramilitary organisations and the reorganisation of police units started promptly. During the first couple of weeks, large quantities of ammunition, along with thousands of weapons, were confiscated by the Soviet military authorities. For example, after komendatura was established in a town of Kanggye, Northern P’yŏngan province, the military commandant reported the confiscation of over a thousand units of various weaponry including rifles, heavy machine guns, all kinds of pistols, swords, hand grenades from a left-wing nationalist youth organisation called “the Red Guard” and from former colonial police units and civilians.50 Some komendaturas were even reinforced with SMERSH NKVD (People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs) operatives tasked with apprehending former Japanese officials to prevent undercover resistance and sabotage.51 In some places like Ryong’amp’o, the police were “radically reorganised” by the local military commandant who ordered the local government to replace the head of the police, his deputies and assistants leaving 170 officers out of 229 and stripping them of all means of self-defence including melee weapons.52 The
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process was not smooth, however, and some organisations managed to stay out of Soviet military commandants’ sight for months. For example, a paramilitary organisation “Self-protection squad” Chawidae connected with the North Korean Labour Union was only discovered and disbanded as late as February 1946.53

Creation of the Police Department of North Korea

The creation of the commandant offices, the subsequent increase in the 25th Army’s workload, and the situation with public order in North Korea necessitated the creation of a structure that would concentrate control over all spheres of life in North Korea in the hands of the Soviet military administration. In mid-October 1945, the 25th Army’s command asked Moscow to allow the formation of a supporting structure for the occupation of North Korea. On 17 October 1945, Deputy People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs S. Lozovskii wrote a draft of a directive concerning the creation of a Civil Administration to assist Soviet operations in North Korea. This draft was first presented and discussed with the heads of the two main bodies directly responsible for the occupation of North Korea, namely the General Headquarters and the Main Political Administration of the Red Army and then sent for finalisation and approval to the People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs V. Molotov.54 This directive was the first document that outlined the organisational structure of the Soviet Civil Administration that, unlike the agencies of military administration such as komendaturas, would also include local Koreans.

The directive was soon finalised and, in early November 1945, a new structure consisting of ten departments was created under the direct control of the 25th Army Commander (Departamenty pri komanduyuschem 25-i Armiei). These were departments of Industry, Transport, Land and Forest, Finance, Communications, Trade, Education, Healthcare, Justice, and Police. However, even though the departments were staffed and formally headed by Koreans, as we will see in the case with the Police Department, they were de facto headed by a Soviet Military Representative. The departments were created with a mission to provide “more operative control over the economic and political life of North Korea, and to coordinate the actions of the local organs of power.”55 To control and bolster the effectiveness of the new structure, the Soviet military command appointed Romanenko Deputy Commander for Civil Administration (zaméstit’ komanduyuschego po grazhdanskoy administratsii) giving him a staff of fifty officers who were to control and direct the actions of the departments.56

The Police Department of North Korea (Departament politsii Severnoi Korei; PDNK) was created as a part of the Soviet Civil Administration in early November 1945 with the signing of a document called “The basic provisions on the organisation and work of the police organs in North Korea (Osnovniye polozheniya ob organisatsii i rabote politseiskikh organov v Severnoi Koree).” It described the structure and functions of the new organisation.57 Some South Korean historians emphasise the figure of Ch’oe Yong-gôn, the appointed head of the PDNK who was the only member of Kim Il-sung’s group and anti-Japanese Manchurian partisans to hold an official post in the Soviet Civil Administration during the initial period of occupation. This brought forth a theory stating that Ch’oe was able to get this post because the members of the Anti-Japanese partisan movement, based on their experience as partisans, “could not yield or allow interference [of other powers], or even share the ‘right for an army’ (kunkwôn; 軍權).”58 The first two paragraphs of this document, however, leave no doubt as to who controlled the activities of the PDNK, and as such deserves to be quoted in full.

56Ibid. L. 6-8.
In order to preserve social order and tranquility, as well as to fight criminal activity among the civil population of North Korea, in all provincial, county, township and city committees a police force is organised, which is controlled by the Department of Police of North Korea and, at the same time, is subordinate to the corresponding people’s committees.

The Department of Police of North Korea works in accordance with the directives of the Soviet military command, who has its military representative in the department. The head of the department is obliged to execute all orders and directives of the Soviet military representative.

All the de facto power in the PDNK was in the hands of Colonel Nikolay Zagruzin, who was appointed “Military representative at the Police Department (Voyenniy predstavitel’ departamenta politsii).” Zagruzin, a 40-year-old Red Army Colonel, was a decorated Soviet officer who participated in the Great Patriotic War from the very beginning as a part of the North-Eastern Steppe Front (later the 2nd Ukrainian Front). After the war in Europe, he was sent to the Far East to fight the Japanese. He led a vanguard shore party during the Battle of Ch’ŏngjin, the bloodiest battle fought in Korea during the Soviet-Japanese War for which he received Order of the Patriotic War 1st class, a military decoration awarded for heroic deeds on the battlefield. He was also a battalion commissar before the institution of political commissars was abolished in 1942 and as such he most probably was a person with leadership and organisational skills who knew how to keep his subordinates in line. Such knowledge and skills were undoubtedly imperative for the head of the police department in the circumstances of liberated North Korea. Later Zagruzin would serve as the military advisor to the commander of the 2nd Infantry Division of the KPA.

Structurally, the newly created PDNK was comprised of eight divisions, namely the public security division, criminal division, prison division, general affairs division, economic management division, human resources division, sanitary division and firefighting division. The first division whose full name was the “division for public order and tranquillity” was responsible for one of the most sensitive spheres of North Korea, that is, economic crimes (such illegal price manipulations), registration of local businesses, protection of the private, state and common property, etc. The second division was responsible for fighting and investigating crimes such as theft, robbery, murder, etc. The prison division was managing and guarding prisons. The general affairs division was responsible for record management and issuing passes, identifying documents to the civilian population for travelling purposes. The human resources division managed cadres. The economic division was responsible for the material condition of the police, including uniforms, salaries, etc. The sanitary division was created to deal with poor sanitary conditions on the streets and public places, as well as to control the storage and use of medication in North Korea. Finally, the firefighting division organised fire protection in the towns and cities of North Korea by providing firefighting equipment including trucks. It is also important to note that at that time, all political crimes were handled directly by the SMERSH of the 25th Army, and there was, therefore, no political section in the North Korean police.

Structurally the police system created by the Soviets in the first years of the occupation had three levels. At the lowest level, there were the police “sub-offices” (poanbunsŏ). These sub-offices, which were located in villages and small towns, had a simple structure and were staffed by around 8–10 men. They were local agents of a higher-level county (kun poansŏ) or city (si poansŏ) police offices. Unlike sub-offices, whose role was just to execute orders, the police offices at a county level were the lowest North Korean police organisation with the power to command and manage the staff of lower organisations. Structurally, county police offices had six divisions including the divisions of public
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security, criminal police, fire division, economic division, records and personnel division. The staff size was limited to 75 men including the head of the office, his deputy and a personal secretary.64

County police offices were directly subordinate to the police departments of their respective provinces. Each of the five provincial police departments (to poanbu) in North Korea was also comprised of six divisions similar to the structure of county police offices. However, there were some differences. The most notable difference was the function of the personnel division which apart from dealing with staff-related matters was also responsible for training police officers. The criminal division of the provincial police departments had a section whose role was to gather statistical data on the number of convicts, an issue that was one of the biggest problems for the Soviets at that time. The economic department was also supplied with a section that managed “tools” such as weapons, uniforms, etc. The staff size was around 120 men.65 Every department (poanbu) and office (poansŏ) also had a law enforcement unit (kyŏngbidae) under its command.66

At the top of the North Korean police system was the PDNK (poanguk). Its main function was to organise and control police agencies all over North Korea, and thus it did not have any police units under its direct control. All organisation charts for these agencies were written in Russian, translated into Korean and implemented.67

One of the elements that deeply influenced the formation of the North Korean police system was the degree of corruption of the North Korean police. It is most vividly illustrated in a report filed by the head of SMERSH counterintelligence department of the 1st Far Eastern Front Major General Nikolai Anokhin to Colonel General Chistyakov and Major General Romanenko. According to the report, the inspection conducted on 19 October by SMERSH operatives showed that the Pyongyang police arrested almost twice as many Japanese as it did Koreans, while the number of political prisoners exceeded the number of ordinary criminals. Torture and other violent interrogation methods were widely used. The problem was so severe that the SMERSH department emphasised the necessity of banning police in North Korea from conducting political arrests until they were reorganised.68 The illegal arrests were obviously carried out by various political forces, both communists and their adversaries, who attempted to use the police in their political struggle. To remove the possibility of police being used in the political struggle – which by that time was fierce all over North Korea – the creators of the PDNK decided to take Anokhin’s advice seriously and removed every mention of political crimes from the draft of the document thus limiting the sphere of police responsibility to “criminal elements (thieves, murderers, etc.).”69 During the first two years of the occupation, the investigation of political crimes was almost exclusively carried out by the SMERSH of the 25th Army.

After the last parts of the reorganisation plan were formulated, translated into Korean and sent to the police departments and local People’s Committees, Ch’oe Yong-gŏn was to ensure that these new instructions were understood and followed correctly. On 11 November, he held a meeting with the chiefs of all the major police offices of Pyongyang. During the meeting, Ch’oe was relieved to learn that the number of people arrested on political charges had radically dropped to “about 10 in every office”70 from a staggering figure of over 350 a month earlier.71 Most arrested were murderers, thieves, pickpockets and those who committed armed robberies. He then stressed that “in order to proceed with the mission of getting rid of the remnants of the Japanese imperialism and reactionaries with the goal of constructing new Korea,” it was imperative to remove them from the police first. Presumably, Ch’oe was talking about those who conducted illegal arrests, practised tortures and
other means of pressure on suspects, as this was the way such practices were referred to in the official texts of the PDNK including the Order No. 1 signed by him on 5 November 1945.\textsuperscript{72} Naturally, the North Korean police officers used this opportunity to stress that “the Soviet forces’ interference in administrative affairs is great and their hindrance (chijang) to [our] affairs is not small,” and expressed their wish that “the police will have cooperation with the Soviet army.”\textsuperscript{73}

Indeed, the results of the reforms were soon felt. After a check conducted at the end of 1945, the head of the Department of Police reported that over 2,000 prisoners were freed as illegally arrested.\textsuperscript{74} In the Soviet Civil Administration Directorate in North Korea (USGASK)’s final report in 1948, Soviet officers proudly stated that in November 1945 almost half of the prison population of northern Korea, which by that time numbered around 8,000 people, was freed.\textsuperscript{75}

With the creation of the PDNK, the Soviets launched a personnel reorganisation campaign, which launched several waves of mass expulsions from the police, aimed at reducing corruption and weakening its connections with the political circles. For the purposes of the reorganisation campaign, Zagruzin proposed to create a commission in every province headed by the Soviet military representative of the given province, a representative of SMERSH and 3–5 Koreans who would represent various local social organisations.\textsuperscript{76}

The first wave was completely conducted by the Soviets at the end of 1945 and it resulted in a great reduction of police staff. Zagruzin stated in his report, compiled at the end of December 1945, that as a result of the reduction in the management apparatus and laying off some “elements that stuck to the police” in some places, like South P’yŏngan province, almost 50% of staff were removed.

The campaign did not spare even the local leadership of the North Korean police. In November–December 1945, the Soviets removed two of the heads of provincial police departments, along with two deputy heads.\textsuperscript{77} The final report on the Soviet administration’s activities states that by the end of November, around 3,800 men were purged from the police which amounted to 41.5% of the total number of policemen in North Korea.\textsuperscript{78} Moreover, in order to make it more difficult for the North Korean police to engage in political activities, the Soviets additionally decided to put the police under the supervision of the prosecutor offices which were also under the full control of the Soviet military administration.\textsuperscript{79}

All these facts clearly demonstrate that the popular argument that after disbanding the former police agencies, the “Soviets selected 2,000 men whom they judged to be faithful followers of Communist ideology” for the new police is not supported by available documentary evidence.

De facto the degree of SMERSH involvement in North Korean affairs was even higher. It included not only control over purges in the police, fighting political crime, which at first mostly meant fighting anti-Soviet propaganda, abuse of authority for political and/or economic gain, etc. For the Soviets, it was also important to prevent North Koreans from engaging in activities that were deemed “unnecessary” by the Soviet military authorities. The best example of such activities was the incident with the “North Korean sunken ship recovery company (Pukchosŏn ch’imsu sŏnbak inyang konga),” which was created in 1946 by a group of “patriotic Korean entrepreneurs with the goal to recover goods and ships from the bottom of the sea.” The SMERSH of the 25th Army apparently decided that the works of the given company were connected with a Korean attempt to build a navy of their own. The company’s equipment was promptly confiscated, forcing Kim Il-sung to write a complaint to military authorities.\textsuperscript{80}
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Though the implementation of the new instructions did not meet any open opposition, to the Soviets’ surprise, this was not the case with the name of the new police organisation. It seems that the North Koreans were ready to accept new methods of maintaining public order, but they were completely intransigent over the Soviet-imposed nomenclature.

Stalin’s directive made it clear that the Soviet military administration was to assist the “establishment of a bourgeois-democratic state” and should not install any Soviet institutions. In Soviet ideology, the police agencies were perceived as a tool of the ruling bourgeois class in contrast to the Soviet police which was named “militia (militsiya),” representing the armed people (vooryzhennyi narod). The directives from Moscow were clear, and soon after that Soviets proclaimed the creation of the North Korean police (politsiya).

The order to create the police force was sent in mid-November to all military commandants along with the “Order No. 1 of the Head of the Police Department of North Korea.” The order was supplemented with original Russian documents whose Korean translations were sent separately through the PDNK channels.

Though both the order and supplementary Soviet documents clearly stated that the new structure was to be called “police,” the Korean translation of the same documents done by the translators of the PDNK creatively translated the Russian word “politsiya” as “poan” (lit. peacekeeping [force]) instead of traditional “kyŏngch’al.” Most probably, the Koreans responsible for translating the documents did so without proper supervision from the Soviet authorities, who had a great shortage of Korean translators during their first months of occupation and were, therefore, unable to control the precision with which their orders were transmitted. The problem was that the word “kyŏngch’al” was detested by Koreans, especially by the left-wing nationalists, who associated it with the Japanese military police (kempeitai).

This terminological inconsistency was soon discovered by military commandants all over North Korea. It clearly was a breach of both Stalin’s directive and the Order No. 7, so the Soviet military officials immediately launched a war on this term. In some cases, the measures taken by the Soviet commandants consisted of verbal warnings and complaints to the high-level authorities. In other cases, commandants were confiscating all armbands and signboards that did not have “police,” i.e. “kyŏngch’al, written on them and ordered the use of other terms than “kyŏngch’al” to be abandoned.

Much to the Soviets’ surprise, North Koreans were adamant about their terminology and refused to change it even on direct orders from the Soviet military command. It is a historical fact that the Soviets finally gave in and decided to effectively ignore the Korean terminology as long as it did not appear in their documentation, where they kept using the word “politsiya.”

Currently, there is no documentary evidence that could shed light on the reasons why the Soviets agreed to do this, but according to the recollections of Pak Kil-yong, one of the Soviet high-level interpreters, Cho Man-sik, one of the North Korean political leaders in Pyongyang, had a debate with Zagruzin, asking him not to use the word “police,” but Zagruzin refused to change it. Cho then went to the Soviet Korean interpreters asking whether the word police in the “Soviet language (soryŏn-ô)” could be translated as “poan” and, when the interpreters finally agreed that this was theoretically possible, Cho went directly to Romanenko and persistently asked him to allow Koreans to
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use the word “poan.” Analysis of available Soviet documents shows that after two months of debat-
ing, around late December 1945 the Koreans were finally permitted to keep the name.

Conclusion

Careful examination of the available Soviet archival evidence shows that the early history of North Korean police fits neither the Kim Il-sung-centred nor North Korean elite-centred narrative that is popular among some modern South Korean scholars, nor does it fit the narrative that portrays Soviet actions as a deliberate “sovietisation” from the very beginning of the occupation. The actions of the Soviet military government during the first months of the occupation were directed at fighting the local criminal activity and political violence (including terrorism) in North Korea, a typical phenomenon during a vacuum of power, as well as the crimes committed by some soldiers of the Red Army.

The activities of the Communist Party in Korea during the initial stage of occupation by no means presented them to the Soviets as trustworthy allies. The factional struggle on all levels, which even included the publication of a fake Soviet document, low theoretical level of the communist cadres also contributed to the image of Korean political groups in the eyes of the Soviet administration. Thus the argument that the creation of North Korean police manifested the desire of the Soviets to cooperate with North Korean communists and give them exclusive “right to [create] an army” from the beginning of the occupation is also not supported by the available evidence.

What is usually overlooked, however, is the influence of the processes that were set in motion by the brief Soviet-Japanese war. The Manchurian Strategic Offensive Operation and its effect on the Korean peninsula as seen by the Soviets deserve a more profound investigation. This requires additional work in the Russian archives, most importantly TsAMO (the Russian Military archive) that according to what the author has learned by working with the documents still holds a large amount of both Army-level and Division-level documents that would most certainly improve our understanding of the Soviet policy towards early North Korea.
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